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Gene expression-based imaging coupled to gene therapy will permit the prediction of therapeutic
outcome. A significant challenge for successful gene therapy is to achieve a high-level of specific
gene expression; however, tissue-specific promoters are weak. We postulate that if the weak
activity of tissue-specific promoters can be amplified to the levels of strong viral promoters, which
have been successful in preclinical scenarios, while retaining specificity, the therapeutic index of
gene therapy can be greatly augmented. With this in mind, we developed a two-step transcrip-
tional activation (TSTA) system. In this two-tiered system, a modified prostate-specific antigen
promoter was employed to drive a potent synthetic transcriptional activator, GAL4-VP2. This, in
turn, activated the expression of a GAL4-dependent reporter or therapeutic gene. Here we
demonstrate that recombinant adenoviral vectors (Ads) in which we have incorporated prostate-
targeted TSTA expression cassettes retain cell specificity and androgen responsiveness in cell
culture and in animal models, as measured by noninvasive optical bioluminescence imaging. We
investigated the mechanism of TSTA in different adenoviral configurations. In one configuration,
both the activator and the reporter components are inserted into a single Ad (AdTSTA-FL). The
activity of AdTSTA-FL exceeds that of a cytomegalovirus promoter-driven vector (AdCMV-FL),
while maintaining tissue specificity. When the activator and reporter components are placed in
two separate Ads, androgen induction is more robust than for the single AdTSTA-FL. Based on
these findings, we hope to refine the TSTA Ads further to improve the efficacy and safety of
prostate cancer gene therapy.
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INTRODUCTION

Metastatic and recurrent hormonal refractory prostate
cancer (HRPC) account for an estimated loss of one life
every 17 minutes in the United States [1]. Androgen ab-
lation is the main treatment for advanced disease and can
induce an initial remission and achieve symptomatic im-
provement in 80–90% of patients [2–4]. However, pro-
gression to HRPC is inevitable even in the absence of
circulating androgen. Currently, there is no effective
treatment for HRPC, and median survival is approxi-
mately 12 months. Gene-based therapy is a promising
possibility for HRPC [5,6]. However, an important prereq-

uisite for developing a safe and effective therapy is to
achieve high levels of prostate-specific gene expression in
vivo [6].

The use of tissue-specific promoters to express trans-
genes is an attractive approach that is particularly suitable
for prostatic tissue, because it is one of the organs other
than the pancreas and breast that expresses an unusually
high number of unique genes. A survey of the Cancer
Genome Anatomy Project database published by the Na-
tional Cancer Institute (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
ncicgap/) lists more than 2000 prostate-specific genes,
although the majority of them are not fully characterized
at this time. Many prostate-specific genes, including pros-
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tate-specific antigen (PSA) and prostate-specific mem-
brane antigen, are well characterized [7–12]. The PSA gene
is regulated by testosterone (T) and dihydrotestosterone
(DHT), which bind androgen receptor (AR). The ligand-
bound AR binds directly to sites within the PSA promoter
and enhancer, thus activating PSA gene expression
[7,10,11]. Clinical findings indicate that AR and PSA are
expressed in all stages of prostate cancer and in distant
metastases, even after androgen-deprivation therapy [13–
16]. Currently, serum PSA measurements remain the most
reliable means to detect recurrent HRPC [17]. Numerous
studies support the likelihood that the AR pathway is still
functioning in HRPC at castrated levels of DHT and T.
Several mechanisms have been proposed to facilitate AR
function under androgen-deprived conditions [6,18],
such as AR overexpression [19]; increased expression of
the nuclear receptor transcriptional coactivators, SRC-1
and SRC-2 [20]; AR mutations that confer expanded li-
gand specificity [21]; or cross talk between other signaling
cascades and AR pathways [22].

We were interested in generating systems for delivery
of therapeutic and imaging genes to prostate cancer. We
designed our systems around the PSA promoter because of
its ability to function in early androgen-dependent pros-
tate cancer and in advanced-stage HRPC [23] and metas-
tasis. Although the native PSA regulatory elements confer
tissue selectivity, their activity is too weak to mediate
efficient vector-based gene expression in vivo [6]. There-
fore, we have undertaken two strategies to augment the
activity of the PSA promoter/enhancer, while maintain-
ing its specificity. First, the upstream enhancer core of PSA
was duplicated in a construct designated PSE-BC, which
achieved 20-fold enhancement of activity compared to
the native PSA enhancer and promoter construct [24,25].
An adenoviral vector (Ad) bearing this PSE-BC promoter-
driven firefly luciferase (FL) gene was able to achieve tar-
geted expression in distant metastatic prostate cancer
cells in living mice [26]. In a second approach, we em-
ployed a two-step transcriptional amplification (TSTA)
system both to elevate and to modulate the activity of the
PSA enhancer/promoter over a 1000-fold range [27,28]. In
this two-tiered system illustrated in Fig. 1a, the PSA reg-
ulatory region was employed to express the potent syn-
thetic transcription activator, GAL4-VP2, which in turn
activates a GAL4-responsive reporter. In tissue culture
transfection studies, optimal TSTA constructs displayed
levels of activity significantly higher than the cytomega-
lovirus immediate early promoter (CMV), while main-
taining prostate cell specificity and ligand responsiveness
[27,28].

Imaging of vector-mediated transgene expression pro-
vides a critical assessment of the in vivo capabilities of
targeted gene transfer. Rapid advances in imaging tech-
nology have allowed repetitive monitoring of the loca-

tion, magnitude, and kinetics of reporter gene expression
in small living animals [29–31]. Optical bioluminescence
imaging (BLI) is particularly suitable for small animal
studies, with the distinct advantage of low background
signal, rapid scanning time, and low cost in comparison
to radionuclide imaging. The in vivo expression of the
popular FL reporter gene can be monitored by a highly
sensitive cooled charge-coupled device (CCD) camera af-
ter the administration of the relatively nontoxic d-lucife-
rin substrate in living animals [32,33]. Because imaging
can provide real-time information on in vivo biological
processes, the BLI technology was used to monitor estro-

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of TSTA system. (a) Illustration of the two-
step transcriptional activation process. In the first step, GAL4-VP2 activator
proteins (fusion of GAL4 DNA binding domain and two copies of the VP16
transactivation domain) are expressed under the control of a prostate-specific
promoter (an augmented PSA promoter, PSE-BC), which is activated by an-
drogen. In the second step, GAL4-VP2 binds to a GAL4-responsive promoter
and activates the expression of the FL reporter gene. (b) The two different
TSTA configurations in Ad. In the single TSTA Ad (AdTSTA-FL), both activator
and reporter are inserted into the E1 region of the same Ad in a head-to-head
orientation. In the separate TSTA Ads (AdBC-VP2 and AdG5-FL), activator and
reporter components are incorporated into the E1 region of two separate Ads
with the transcription oriented toward the left end of the viral genome. BC is
the abbreviation of the PSE-BC prostate-specific promoter [25]. � denotes the
packaging signal of adenovirus and open rectangles at both termini denote
inverted terminal repeats of the viral genome.
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gen receptor function under physiological conditions and
during pharmacological intervention [34].

To assess the potential of the TSTA system in gene
therapy applications, we incorporated the system into an
Ad, which is an efficient in vivo gene delivery vehicle. The
purpose of this study was to investigate the in vivo speci-
ficity of and the parameters necessary to achieve optimal
regulation of the TSTA system in different Ad configura-
tions. In the AdTSTA-FL construct, the activator and re-
porter component were inserted into the Ad in a diver-
gently linked head-to-head configuration. Alternatively,
two Ads that separately express the GAL4-responsive FL
and the PSE-BC-regulated GAL4-VP2 activator were also
generated. We analyzed the prostate-specific expression
and androgen regulation of the separate TSTA Ads in
comparison to the single AdTSTA-FL in vitro and in vivo.
We found that separate Ads elicited a more robust re-
sponse to androgen versus the single Ad.

RESULTS

Generation of Adenovirus Vectors Containing the
TSTA System
The TSTA system is schematically represented in Fig. 1a.
We previously determined the combination of activator
and reporter plasmid TSTA constructs that achieves the
highest levels of activity in prostate cancer cells using
transfection studies [28]. Based on these results, we gen-
erated TSTA Ads, utilizing the bacterial recombination
AdEasy methodology [35]. The activator is composed of
an augmented prostate-specific PSE-BC promoter/en-
hancer [25] controlling the expression of the chimeric
activator protein, GAL4-VP2 (the GAL4 DNA-binding do-
main fused to two tandem repeats of the herpes simplex
virus VP16 activation domain) [28]. The reporter compo-
nent consists of five repeats of the 17-bp GAL4 binding
sites positioned upstream of a minimal promoter contain-
ing the adenovirus E4 gene TATA box driving FL. We
inserted the activator (BC-VP2) and reporter (G5-FL) com-
ponents linked in a divergent head-to-head orientation
into the E1 region of the Ad, resulting in the AdTSTA-FL
vector (Fig. 1b). We also constructed two Ads, designated
AdBC-VP2 and AdG5-FL, which harbor the BC-VP2 acti-
vator and the G5-FL reporter, respectively (Fig. 1b).

Specificity of the TSTA Vectors
We evaluated the capability of AdTSTA-FL to direct pros-
tate-specific expression by infecting a variety of cell lines
derived from different tissues. Human serotype 5 Ad ex-
hibits wide cell-type viral tropism. However, the suscep-
tibility of a cell line to Ad infection is modulated by the
cell surface expression of coxsackievirus and adenovirus
receptor (CAR) [36,37] and �v integrins [38]. Thus, a mea-
surement of infectivity in different cell lines is needed to
assess the activity of AdTSTA-FL. Initially, we determined
relative infectivity of different cells by normalization to

the activity of AdCMV-FL, in which the FL expression is
driven by the constitutively active CMV promoter. Our
view was that similar pfu (plaque-forming unit) amounts
of AdTSTA-FL and AdCMV-FL should display similar in-
fectivity. Thus, differences in the activity of AdCMV-FL in
different lines would represent a standard for normalizing
infectivity of AdTSTA-FL. However, two findings alerted
us to the potential inaccuracy of this measurement: (1) a
3- to 4-fold androgen induction was noted in the Ad-
CMV-FL-infected prostate cell lines (data not shown) and
(2) a greater than 30-fold difference in activity was ob-
served between the most and the least active cell lines
infected with equivalent doses of AdCMV-FL (data not
shown). Discrepancy between luciferase activity and
physical viral DNA measurement mediated by AdCMV-
luc in different cell types has been reported [39]. An ideal
assay to measure infectivity is not available.

In this study we elected to use the viral DNA uptake in
the cells as a measurement of infectivity. We harvested
the internalized viral DNA from infected cells and quan-
tified the FL DNA by real-time PCR. We determined the
infectivities of LNCaP and LAPC-4 (prostate carcinoma),
H157 and A549 (lung cancer), MCF-7 (breast carcinoma),
HepG2 (liver cancer), and HeLa (cervical carcinoma) cell
lines by this viral DNA uptake approach. Among the
panel of cell lines that we tested, HeLa cells were the least
susceptible to infection and their infectivity was desig-
nated as 1. The infectivities of LNCaP, H157, A549, MCF7,
LAPC-4, and HepG2 cells were 1.7-, 1.6-, 1.5-, 1.3-, 1.1-,
and 1.1-fold higher than that of HeLa cells, respectively.
Differential CAR expression in different stages of prostate
carcinoma [40] might contribute to the enhanced infec-
tion in LNCaP cells.

We evaluated the activity of AdTSTA-FL in several pros-
tate cancer cell lines, including two androgen-responsive
cell lines (LNCaP and LAPC-4 [41]) and two AR-negative
lines (DU145 and PC-3). Infection was carried out at a
calculated AdTSTA-FL dosage of 1 infectious unit (pfu) per
cell (m.o.i. 1). The normalized FL activity in LAPC-4 was
4.4-fold lower than LNCaP (see Fig. 5b and data not
shown). Conversely, the FL activity in AR-negative pros-
tate cancer lines was negligible (nearly 500-fold lower
than in LNCaP cells, data not shown). For simplicity, we
compared the normalized FL activities to that of the LN-
CaP cell line, set at 100% (Fig. 2a). The activity in A549,
H157, HepG2, HeLa, and MCF7 cells was 290-, 1200-,
4500-, 6000-, and 20,000-fold lower than in LNCaP cells,
respectively (Fig. 2a). The FL activity in nonprostate cell
lines and AR-negative prostate cancer lines was not in-
duced by androgen (data not shown). We also observed
consistent diminished cell-specific expression in infec-
tions. At higher m.o.i. the cell specificity became less
apparent due to higher androgen-independent or basal
activity, an effect that we do not completely understand
(data not shown). For example, AdTSTA-FL-mediated ac-
tivity in HeLa cells at m.o.i. 10 was 660-fold lower than in
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LNCaP cells, compared to 6000-fold at m.o.i. 1 (data not
shown; see Discussion).

We next investigated the specificity of the single AdT-
STA-FL in vivo. We compared its activity to that of Ad-
CMV-FL, because vector DNA quantitation studies in an-
imals are less well controlled. We employed CCD imaging
to monitor in vivo expression over a 22-day period. Fig. 2b
illustrates the optical imaging profiles of animals that
received systemic administration of AdTSTA-FL or Ad-
CMV-FL. A robust signal emanating from the midsection
of mice injected with AdCMV-FL via the tail vein was seen
as early as 3 days postinjection, which we determined was
due to efficient liver transduction as assessed by imaging
of isolated organs (Figs. 2b and 2c). In contrast, the AdT-
STA-FL-injected animals did not have detectable signals
until a late time point (day 22), which signals then ap-
peared in the lung (Figs. 2b and 2c); however, this signal
is more than 3 orders of magnitude lower than tumor-
directed expression (see Fig. 3). The absence of optical
signal in the prostate after tail vein injection of AdT-
STA-FL is unclear at this time. However, limitations of in
vivo Ad distribution that result in low gene transfer to
organs other than mouse liver have been well docu-
mented [42]. We expand on these issues under Discus-
sion.

We next evaluated intratumoral activity mediated by
both single and separate TSTA Ads in LAPC-4 xenografts,
which were derived from a lymph node metastatic lesion
from a patient [41]. LAPC-4 expresses PSA and AR and
exhibits androgen-responsive gene expression and
growth. Fig. 3a shows that intratumoral injection of 107

pfu of the single AdTSTA-FL resulted in a robust signal at
4 days postinjection, compared to AdCMV-FL. In a cohort
of four animals, the average activity of AdTSTA-FL was
110-fold higher than that seen with AdCMV-FL (P �
0.06).

Cancer-specific gene therapy based on activation of a
toxic gene by the Cre/lox recombination system delivered
by separate two Ads has been reported to work in animals

[43,44]. However, in vivo transduction of the two paired
TSTA Ads, AdBC-VP2 and AdG5-FL, into the same cell, is
anticipated to be less effective than delivery of a single
vector containing both elements. Thus, it is not surprising
that injection of 107 pfu of each of the two Ads resulted in
lower optical signal (2 � 105 photons/s/cm2/sr) versus
single Ad (4 � 108 photons/s/cm2/sr). When the dose of
the two paired TSTA Ads was increased to 108 pfu each,
expression level (2 � 107 photons/s/cm2/sr) higher than
that of 107 pfu of AdCMV-FL (9 � 105 photons/s/cm2/sr)
was achieved (Fig. 3a). However, this magnitude of activ-
ity is still lower than can be achieved by 107 pfu of
AdTSTA-FL (4 � 108 photons/s/cm2/sr).

We examined the kinetics of expression after intratu-
moral delivery of 107 pfu of AdCMV-FL and AdTSTA-FL
into LAPC-9 tumors. The LAPC-9 xenograft expresses AR
and PSA and was derived from a bone metastasis [41].
Sequential optical images between 5 and 13 days post-
viral injection were recorded (Fig. 3b). The TSTA vector
displayed 50- to 100-fold higher levels of FL activity than
the AdCMV-FL during this period (Fig. 3b). The increasing
serum PSA levels in both groups likely reflect the increase
in tumor mass over the duration of the time course (Fig.
3b, right). However, despite the consistent increase in
serum PSA levels the intratumoral FL signals gradually
decayed after day 7 in both the AdCMV and the AdTSTA
cohorts (Fig. 3b) due to the transient nature of Ad-medi-
ated gene expression. The LAPC-9 tumors, like the LAPC-4
tumors, show a propensity for vector leakage into sys-
temic circulation. However, we consistently observed a
greater magnitude of leakage in LAPC-4 tumors, which
was manifested as prominent signals in the liver after
intratumoral injection of AdCMV-FL [26]. Because both
vectors (TSTA and CMV) are serotype 5 adenovirus with
the same deletion of the E1 and E3 genes, their biodistri-
bution in mice should not differ. Intratumoral injection
of AdTSTA-FL should result in the same extent of vector
leakage as AdCMV-FL. However, no detectable liver signal
was observed after intratumoral injection of AdTSTA-FL.

FIG. 2. Cell specificity of the TSTA Ad. (a) In vitro cell specificity of AdTSTA-FL. The prostate cell line LNCaP and nonprostate cell lines were infected with
AdTSTA-FL at m.o.i. 1. Cells were harvested and subjected to an FL assay 48 h after infection. FL activity was normalized to cell numbers and infectivity of each
cell line as assayed by real-time PCR (see Materials and Methods). FL activity was plotted for each cell line using LNCaP (an androgen-responsive prostate
carcinoma line) as a normalization standard, set at 100%. The activities in nonprostate cell lines are more than 290-fold lower than in LNCaP. (b) In vivo tissue
specificity of AdTSTA-FL. 107 pfu (plaque-forming units � infectious units) of Ad was injected into naı̈ve mice via the tail vein and FL expression was sequentially
monitored by optical imaging at days 3, 6, and 22. Robust liver signals were noted in the AdCMV-FL-injected animals starting at day 3 and increasing from that
point onward. The AdTSTA-FL-injected animals remained transcriptionally silent until day 22, when a weak signal was noted in the lung. Numbers below the
images are the maximal activities in the region of interest as photons (p) acquired per second per square centimeter per steridan (sr). (c) Optical activities in the
isolated organs. Two additional animals (n1 and n2) from the AdCMV-FL- or AdTSTA-FL-injected group were sacrificed at day 22, and the isolated organs were
reimaged. The liver is the predominant site of expression in AdCMV-FL-injected animals. Low level of expression in the lung was observed in the AdTSTA-FL-
injected animals (br, brain; lu, lung; lv, liver; and pr, prostate).

FIG. 3. In vivo FL expression mediated by single and separate TSTA Ads in LAPC-4 xenografts and prostates. (a) Optical signals after injections of the respective
Ads in LAPC-4 tumors. 107 or 108 pfu of Ads (as specified) was injected. The injection of separate Ads denotes the coadministration of both AdBC-VP2 and
AdG5-FL at the specified dosage. CCD images of representative animals analyzed at 4 days postinjection were shown. (b) Kinetics of FL expression in LAPC-9
tumors. 107 pfu of AdCMV-FL or AdTSTA-FL was injected intratumorally. Optical signals were monitored on the specified days after viral injection. The number
below each image represents the maximal signal over the tumor. The graph on the right represents the averaged serum PSA level measured in the animals at
the specified days post-viral injection.
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This finding supports our view that the prostate specific-
ity of TSTA is able to prevent expression of FL in the liver.

Androgen Regulation of the TSTA Ads
To determine if TSTA Ads respond to androgen regulation
in vivo we assessed FL expression in the prostates of intact
and castrated male SCID mice (Fig. 4). We injected 106 pfu
of AdTSTA-FL or 108 pfu each of AdBC-VP2 and AdG5-FL
into the prostate glands of cohorts of either intact male
mice or mice castrated 7 days prior to injection (andro-
gen-deprived group). The intact males infected with the
single- or two-virus TSTA vectors displayed significant
optical signals compared to the castrated mice. We con-
clude that both vector systems are responding to andro-
gen depletion in vivo (Fig. 4a). The FL expression level of
a 100-fold higher dose of the separate TSTA Ads was
20-fold greater than that of the single AdTSTA-FL (Fig. 4a,

graphs). We also observed androgen regulation of AdT-
STA-FL in the prostate gland when castration was per-
formed 30 days postinjection, after FL expression had
stabilized. In this case a 3-fold drop in expression was
observed 3 days after castration (Fig. 4b).

To investigate androgen regulation of the TSTA Ads in
more detail, we employed cell culture infection studies, in
which the concentration of androgen and its antagonists
could be carefully manipulated. We infected two andro-
gen-dependent prostate cancer cell lines, LNCaP and
LAPC-4, with TSTA Ads at different m.o.i. and androgen
concentrations. Androgen levels in the medium were ma-
nipulated by adding R1881 (methylenetrienolone), a syn-
thetic androgen that is more stable than DHT under cul-
ture conditions. The antagonist Casodex was used to
minimize residual androgen activity in the charcoal-

FIG. 4. Intraprostatic signals in intact and castrated animals. (a) AdTSTA-FL (106 pfu) or AdBC-VP2 and AdG5-FL (108 pfu each) were injected into the prostate
of intact and castrated male SCID (7-days postcastration). The images were taken 4 days after viral injection. In each group, n is � 3 animals. The averages and
standard errors are plotted on the right. The FL signals in the castrated animals were 4.7 � 103 and 9.6 � 103 with single and separate TSTA Ad, respectively.
The significance between intact and castrated animals is denoted in each graph as the P value. (b) The FL signal mediated by AdTSTA-FL in the same animal before
and after castration. 107 pfu of AdTSTA-FL was injected into prostate in intact SCID mice. Days post-intraprostatic viral injection are indicated above the mouse
images. The animal was castrated at day 31 and reimaged at day 35 (4 days postcastration). The animal was sacrificed at 11 days postcastration (day 42). The
prostate gland was the predominant site of expression. The optical activity is specified below each image.
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stripped serum because even low androgen levels activate
the highly sensitive TSTA system. Both the activator and
the reporter TSTA components are required to generate
detectable FL in the two-virus system (Fig. 5a). Addition-
ally, androgen stimulated the FL activity for both the
separate and the single TSTA Ads, with the highest activ-
ity observed between 1 and 10 nM R1881. In Fig. 5b,
AdTSTA-FL demonstrates a clear m.o.i.- and R1881-depen-
dent increase in FL activity. In the presence of 1 nM
R1881, activity increased 27-fold from m.o.i. 0.1 to m.o.i.
1 in LNCaP cells and 96-fold from m.o.i. 1 to m.o.i. 10 in
LAPC-4 cells.

We also quantitated the androgen response of TSTA
Ads by calculating the fold induction, based on the ratio
of the highest activity at 10 nM R1881 over the basal
activity in the presence of Casodex. Both separate and
single TSTA Ads exhibited high levels of androgen induc-
tion in LNCaP and LAPC-4 cells. The androgen induction
observed in infections at m.o.i. 1 and 5 of separate Ads
were 672- and 915-fold, respectively, in LNCaP cells, and
52- and 67-fold, respectively, in LAPC-4 cells. The andro-
gen induction mediated by the single AdTSTA-FL was 117-
and 101-fold at m.o.i. 1 and 5 in LNCaP cells, respectively,
and 35- and 24-fold in LAPC-4 cells at m.o.i. 1 and 5,
respectively. The single AdTSTA-FL displayed diminished
androgen inducibility compared to separate TSTA Ads.
This point is illustrated in Fig. 5c by a plot of the relative
induction ratio of separate Ads to single AdTSTA-FL in
LNCaP and LAPC-4 cells at the two different m.o.i. The
lower inducibility of AdTSTA-FL is not due to a lower
maximal activity, but to a higher basal activity (in the
presence of Casodex). Because this higher basal activity
could potentially contribute to reduced specificity, we
investigated the activation mechanism of TSTA Ads in
more detail.

Investigating the Activation Mechanism in Single
and Separate TSTA Ads
To investigate the mechanism responsible for differences
in androgen induction, we analyzed FL activity and acti-
vator protein expression profiles over a wide range of
infection ratios. LNCaP cells were infected with AdT-
STA-FL at m.o.i. of 50, 16.7, 5.6, 1.9, 0.62, and 0.21 (three-
fold serial dilutions). For the separate system, we added
AdBC-VP2 and AdG5-FL at the indicated m.o.i. to gener-
ate levels of activator and reporter gene delivery equiva-
lent to those in the single AdTSTA-FL infections. We dem-
onstrated by Southern blotting that equal m.o.i. of
AdTSTA-FL and AdBC-VP2 led to equivalent amounts of
vector delivery (data not shown). We then examined FL
activity and activator expression 48 h postinfection, as
shown in Fig. 6. It is difficult to compare directly the
levels of FL activity of single and separate Ad infections,
especially at low m.o.i., due to the limited codelivery.
However, both systems exhibited m.o.i.-dependent in-
creases in activity as indicated in earlier figures. We ob-

served a saturation of activity in both single and separate
TSTA vectors. Overall, the magnitude of FL activity corre-
sponded very well with the level of GAL4-VP2 expression
measured by Western blotting. In the single AdTSTA-FL
infections, the GAL4-VP2 expression reached a maximum
at m.o.i. 16.7. We did not observe a plateau of activator
expression in the separate TSTA infections at the range of
m.o.i. tested. A surprising finding was that at each m.o.i.,
the activator expression in the single AdTSTA-FL was con-
siderably higher than that mediated by the AdBC-VP2 in
the separate system, despite comparable levels of activator
(BC-VP2) gene delivery (data not shown). Given the fact
that the same PSE-BC promoter-driven GAL4-VP2 expres-
sion cassette was inserted into both the single and the
separate TSTA Ads, the different protein levels observed
imply that a property of the vector genome context or
design is influencing GAL4-VP2 expression. We propose
in the Discussion that a self-perpetuating feedforward
loop may be activated by the head-to-head orientation of
AdTSTA-FL. A positive feedback loop could explain the
higher basal activity observed for the single virus AdT-
STA-FL even in the presence of Casodex (Fig. 5).

DISCUSSION

The key objectives of this study were to investigate the
regulation of the TSTA system in different Ad configura-
tions and to define the dynamic range of this system in
different in vivo settings. Published and ongoing studies
by our groups have demonstrated that TSTA technology is
an effective approach to augment the activity of a weak
tissue-specific promoter [27, 28]. Our goal is to develop
these targeted gene expression systems for diagnostic and
therapeutic applications in clinical settings. Thus, we
have incorporated our PSA promoter-based TSTA system
into an adenoviral gene delivery vector. Inserting the two
components of TSTA, the activator and the reporter com-
ponent, into a single vector does improve the functional
efficiency of this system in vivo. In fact, the activity of the
first single vector we generated, AdTSTA-FL, is quite im-
pressive, as its activity consistently exceeded AdCMV-FL
in all AR-expressing prostate cancer cell lines and tumors
tested ([23] and this study), and it also displayed signifi-
cant prostate specificity in cell culture studies, achieving
290-fold or higher levels of tissue discrimination (Fig. 2a).
AR-mediated expression is a critical component of the
PSA-based promoter in the TSTA system. We utilized the
optical signal produced by AdTSTA-FL in tumors to mon-
itor the dynamics of AR function during prostate cancer
progression [23].

To understand the mechanism of activation of TSTA in
adenoviral vectors better, we examined and compared the
activity of single and separate TSTA configured Ads. The
activity of this TSTA system is fully dependent on the
GAL4-VP2 activator (Fig. 6). A second interesting finding
is that despite equivalent promoter (PSE-BC) and gene
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delivery of the activator in the single and separate TSTA
Ads, the single AdTSTA-FL consistently expressed an ele-
vated level of GAL4-VP2 activator. This finding indicates
that the head-to-head configuration in the single Ad pro-
motes an increase in GAL4-VP2 and, hence, FL expres-

sion. This result could also contribute to the slightly ele-
vated basal activity mediated by AdTSTA-FL in androgen-
depleted cell culture medium. We hypothesize that a
feedforward loop might be at play in the single Ad-
TSTA-FL. A schematic illustration of this idea is shown in

FIG. 5. In vitro expression and regulation of the single and separate TSTA Ads. (a) Expression of TSTA Ads in LAPC-4. LAPC-4 cells were infected with Ad at m.o.i.
10. 48 h postinfection the cells were harvested and assayed. Infections with AdBC-VP2 or AdG5-FL exhibited minimal activity. The FL activities of co-infection
of separate TSTA Ads increased with increasing amount of synthetic androgen (R1881, nM). C denotes the addition of 10 �M Casodex (anti-androgen). (b)
Androgen regulation of AdTSTA-FL. LNCaP and LAPC-4, two androgen-dependent prostate cell lines, were infected with AdTSTA-FL at the indicated m.o.i. in the
presence of Casodex or R1881. The FL activities assayed at 48 h postinfection are shown. (c) Relative androgen induction ratio of the separate to the single TSTA
Ads. The cells were infected at m.o.i. 1 or 5. Fold induction of activity was calculated based on the ratio of the peak activity (in 10 nM R1881) to the basal activity
(in 10 �M Casodex). The relative induction ratio was calculated by dividing the androgen induction in the separate TSTA Ads infection by the induction in the
single-AdTSTA-FL-infected cells. The ratio shows that separate TSTA Ads exhibit higher androgen induction than the single Ad.
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Fig. 7. The initial expression of GAL4-VP2 (step 1) is
regulated by the PSE-BC promoter. In step 2, GAL4-VP2
binds to the GAL4 sites and activates FL gene expression.
However, in the head-to-head configuration, the multiple
GAL4-VP2 activators could also stimulate transcription in
the direction of the PSE-BC promoter in an enhancer-like
manner (step 3), further enhancing the synthesis of
GAL4-VP2 (step 4). The feedforward loop leads to a per-
petuating cycle of activator production that exceeds the
natural capability of the PSE-BC promoter. This phenom-
enon could also contribute to “leaky” expression in non-
prostate cells when the TSTA vector is administered at
high m.o.i. From these results, we would postulate that
functional separation of the activator and reporter com-
ponents in a single vector might achieve tighter regula-
tion of the TSTA system.

A transcriptionally targeted gene expression approach
[reviewed in 45] could reduce the potential side effects of
Ad-mediated cytotoxic cancer gene therapy such as that
mediated by the herpes simplex virus thymidine kinase
(HSV-TK) gene [46]. After intratumoral injection of Ad
constitutively expressing luciferase or other reporter gene,
leakage of the vector into systemic circulation resulted in
transgene expression in the liver [26,47]. From this find-
ing liver toxicity can be anticipated after intratumoral

injection of CMV-driven HSV-TK Ad following adminis-
tration of the prodrug ganciclovir. When a tissue- or can-
cer-specific promoter is employed to drive HSV-TK, the
same extent of vector delivery to the liver is expected to
occur. However, HSV-TK expression in the liver will be
restricted by the tissue-specific promoter and therefore
transgene-mediated liver toxicity should be reduced.

The gene-expression targeting approach employed in
this study will not alter the in vivo liver distribution ob-
served of Ad5 [26,48]. This preferential Ad transduction
has contributed to liver toxicity [48–50] due to the innate
immune response to viral capsid proteins [51] and cell-
mediated immunity against viral gene products [52,53].
Utilization of a specific promoter to drive transgene ex-
pression was shown to reduce both the immune response
against the Ad and the associated liver toxicity [54]. In
addition, the potent gene expression mediated by the
TSTA system could potentially reduce the amount of vec-
tor needed to transduce cancer cells in vivo compared to
nonamplified tissue-specific vectors. Reducing the input
dosage of Ad has been documented to reduce liver toxic-
ity [49–52]. A second consequence of Ad sequestration in
the liver [48,49] is that viral distribution to other organs
such as kidney and intestine was nearly 1000-fold lower
[55]. To improve in vivo gene transduction to other organs
or tumors, many studies are under way to divert the
natural adenovirus tropism away from the liver by abla-
tion of CAR- and integrin-mediated interactions
[48,55,56].

The inability to detect prostatic expression after tail
vein administration of 107 pfu of AdTSTA-FL (Figs. 2b and
2c) could be due to liver sequestration. We have detected
FL expression in the prostate after intravenous adminis-
tration of 1.8 � 109 pfu of AdPSE-BC-FL [25]. The AdT-
STA-FL is estimated to be about 50-fold more active than
AdPSE-BC-FL [23,28]. However, the 180-fold lower dosage
of AdTSTA-FL used in this study compared to AdPSE-
BC-FL [25] might be below the threshold of detection for

FIG. 6. The activation mechanism in TSTA Ads. LNCaP cells were infected with
AdTSTA-FL at specified m.o.i. For the separate system, both AdBC-VP2 and
AdG5-FL were infected at the denoted m.o.i. The FL activities and GAL4-VP2
activator expression were examined at 48 h postinfection. Western blot anal-
ysis is shown at the bottom. The GAL4-VP2 activator was probed with anti-
GAL4 polyclonal antibody (see Materials and Methods). �-Actin is shown as a
control.

FIG. 7. Schematic representation of the activation mechanism. The feedfor-
ward loop mechanism postulates that GAL4-VP2 expression is upregulated by
the activator’s binding to the designed GAL4 sites in a self-activated manner.
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optical imaging. Moreover, by an intraperitoneal route of
vector delivery we have been able to detect specific optical
signals in the prostate (M. Johnson and L. Wu, unpub-
lished data).

The mechanism for the low level of expression ob-
served in lung tissue is unclear (Figs. 2b and 2c). We
speculate that there could be transcription factors com-
mon to both lung and prostate that partially contribute to
the regulation of the PSA promoter. For example, GATA
zinc finger transcription factors have been shown to bind
to the PSA promoter [57], and they are involved in lung
development [58] and transcription of lung-specific pro-
moters [59]. A large family of Ets transcription factors
could also participate in epithelial-specific expression in
the lung and prostate [60–62]. Investigating these in-
triguing possibilities might lead to a better understanding
of tissue-specific gene regulation.

It is quite evident that the TSTA approach can amplify
the activity of many other weak tissue-specific promoters.
Dr. Gambhir’s group has demonstrated that the activity of
the hypoxia-inducible VEGF promoter can be amplified
[63]. A similar approach has been employed to amplify
the carcinoembryonic antigen promoter in a binary ade-
novirus system [64]. This approach exhibited increased
therapeutic index compared to constitutive viral RSV-
driven HSV-TK suicide gene therapy [64]. To adapt the
TSTA system to other promoters, it will be necessary to
adjust the various components of TSTA (i.e., the potency
of the specific promoter, the strength of the activator, and
the number of GAL4 sites) to achieve optimal regulation
and expression dictated by the specific applications.

The modular and titratable nature of the TSTA system
also makes it particularly attractive for a variety of gene
therapy applications [28]. Transgene levels needed to
achieve therapeutic efficacy in different gene therapy
strategies might vary greatly; for example, p53 tumor
suppressor expression in genetic corrective strategies
might need to be higher than cytokine expression in
immune-mediated tumor rejection. The various adjust-
able constituents of TSTA can be fine-tuned to achieve the
most effective and least toxic therapeutic result. We have
shown that transcriptionally targeted Ad (AdPSE-BC-luc)
can achieve cell-specific expression to localize metastatic
prostate cancer lesions in living mice, using optical CCD
imaging [26]. To translate this finding to clinical diagnos-
tic settings, a higher energy imaging modality will be
needed to circumvent the loss of optical signal observed
with increased tissue depth. Positron emission tomogra-
phy (PET) is a radionuclide imaging modality widely used
in clinical settings. Our institution has acquired substan-
tial experience in adapting this modality to gene-based
imaging in small animals, using the HSV-TK or the dopa-
mine type 2 receptor reporter genes [29,30,65]. Compared
to optical imaging, PET has the distinct advantage of
providing tomographic quantitative image signals and
adaptability for human imaging. However, optical imag-

ing is several orders of magnitude higher in sensitivity
than PET in small animal applications [66]. Thus, the
highly amplified and prostate-specific expression medi-
ated by TSTA will likely permit the development and
successful implementation of gene-based PET imaging to
detect metastasis in vivo.

Many of our studies have demonstrated that the TSTA
system is a promising tool to create future targeted gene-
based diagnostic and therapeutic applications. With an
in-depth understanding of its functional properties and
fine-tuning of various components of TSTA, a truly safe,
effective, and specific treatment can be developed for
metastatic or hormone-refractory prostate cancer.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Adenovirus constructs. AdCMV-FL was constructed as previously de-
scribed [25,33]. The single AdTSTA-FL and separate TSTA Ads, AdBC-VP2
and AdG5-FL, were constructed with the AdEasy system [35]. The head-
to-head fragment of activator and reporter in the single virus was derived
from PBCVP2G5-L [28]. The construction of AdTSTA-FL has been previ-
ously described [23]. A NotI fragment containing the PSE-BC-driven GAL4-
VP2 expression cassette was cloned into the NotI site of pShuttle to gen-
erate AdBC-VP2. For the construction of AdG5-FL, an Asp718–SalI
fragment with five GAL4 binding sites upstream of the minimal adenovi-
rus E4 and FL genes was blunted and ligated into the EcoRV site of
pShuttle. All the pShuttle expression plasmids were used for recombina-
tion with pAdEasy-1 in the BJ5183 rec� bacteria strain to generate the
full-length recombinant virus-containing plasmid. The viruses were prop-
agated in 293 cells, purified on a CsCl gradient, and titered by plaque
assays on 293 monolayers. Viruses are stored in 10 mM Tris–HCl, 1 mM
MgCl2, and 10% glycerol at �80°C until use.

Cell culture and infection studies. The human prostate cancer cell lines,
LNCaP and LAPC-4, were grown in RPMI 1640 and Iscove’s modified
DMEM, respectively, and supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS)
and 1% penicillin/streptomycin solution. PC-3, Du145, HeLa, MCF7,
HepG2, A549, and H157 cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 (Mediatech,
Herndon, VA) with 10% FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. For FL
assays, the cultured cells were plated onto 24-well plates at 5 � 104 cells
per well, and cells were counted at the day of infection to calculate m.o.i.
For prostate cell lines, medium was replaced with 10% charcoal-stripped
serum for 2 days prior to infection. The cells were infected with AdTSTA-FL
or co-infected with AdBC-VP2 and AdG5-FL at certain m.o.i. Following
infection, the synthetic androgen methylenetrienolone (R1881; NEN Life
Science Products, Boston, MA) or anti-androgen bicalutamide (Casodex)
was added to samples as indicated. At 48 h postinfection, the cells were
harvested and lysed, using passive lysis buffer (Promega, Madison, WI).
Levels of FL activity were measured according to the manufacturer’s in-
structions (Promega), using a luminometer (Berthold Detection Systems,
Pforzheim, Germany) with a 10-s integration time. Each value was calcu-
lated as the average of triplicate samples.

Real-time PCR was performed to quantify the amount of intracellular
viral DNA. HeLa, MCF7, HepG2, H157, A549, and LNCaP cells were in-
fected with AdG5-FL at m.o.i. 0.1 or 1 36 h after plating. After 12 h, cells
were harvested and lysed. The total DNA was prepared with the DNeasy
Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). Opticon2 (MJ Research, Boston, MA)
real-time PCR was performed, using these DNAs as template and the
DyNAmo SYBR Green qPCR Kit (Finnzymes, Espoo, Finland). The viral FL
sequences were detected by the following primer set: FL-a (5	-GAGAT-
ACGCCCTGGTTCCTG-3	) and FL-b (5	-GCATACGACGATTCTGT-
GATTTG-3	). Infectivity was calculated based on the copy number of
internalized viral DNA divided by cell number. The relative infectivities of
all cells are in reference to HeLa cells, which were set as 1, as they are the
least susceptible to infection among the cell lines we tested.
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Animal experiments with CCD imaging. Animal care and procedures were
performed in accordance with the University of California Animal Re-
search Committee guidelines. Eight- to ten-week-old male SCID mice
(ICRSC-M, 
25 g, Taconic Farms, Germantown, NY) were used in these
studies. Human prostate tumor xenografts were generated in SCID mice as
previously described [41]. The LAPC-4 xenograft was originally provided
by Dr. Charles Sawyers at UCLA. We passaged the tumor by implanting
small tumor fragments mixed 1:1 with Matrigel (Collaborative Research,
Bedford, MA) subcutaneously into the flanks of male SCID mice.

For the naı̈ve mouse experiments, 107 pfu of Ad was injected via the
tail vein (n � 3). In vivo expression was monitored sequentially over time.
For the LAPC-4 xenografts, tumors were allowed to grow for 3 weeks prior
to injection and reached a diameter of approximately 1 cm. AdBC-VP2 and
AdG5-FL (108 pfu each) or AdTSTA-FL (107 pfu) was injected at three sites
on each tumor at 10 �l per site (n � 3). Optical CCD imaging was
performed at the indicated days postinjection. Intraprostatic injections
were performed 7 days after castration. Both castrated and noncastrated
animals received injection of 108 infectious units each of the paired TSTA
Ads or 106 infectious units of the single TSTA Ad in both posterior lobes of
the prostate (n � 4 per group). For each imaging session, the mice were
anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine (4:1), and the d-luciferin substrate
(150 mg/kg in PBS, Xenogen) was given intraperitoneally at a volume of
200 �l, with a 20-min incubation period prior to imaging. CCD images
were obtained using a cooled IVIS CCD camera (Xenogen, Alameda, CA),
and images were analyzed with IGOR-PRO Living Image Software, as
described [26,28], in units of photons acquired per second per square
centimeter per steridan.

Western blot analysis of GAL4-VP2 expression. LNCaP cells were grown
in 60-mm dishes and infected with AdTSTA-FL or co-infected with AdBC-
VP2 and AdG5-FL at m.o.i. 0.21, 0.62, 1.9, 5.6, 16.7, or 50 (threefold serial
dilution). For co-infection, each Ad was administered at the m.o.i. listed
above. Forty-eight hours later, the cells were harvested and lysed with RIPA
buffer (1% NP-40, 0.1% sodium deoxycholate, 150 mM NaCl, and 50 mM
Tris–HCl (pH 7.5), protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma, St. Louis, MO)). The
samples were fractionated on 8–16% gradient acrylamide gels (Gradipore,
Frenchs Forest, Australia) and subjected to immunoblot analysis with
rabbit polyclonal antibodies generated against intact GAL4-VP2 or �-actin
A5316 (Sigma). Detection was done by visualization of bands with HRP-
labeled secondary antibody and ECL (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Pis-
cataway, NJ).
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